Lesson 3.4d
Dissemination-
PICINTSUM
Lesson Content

Overview

Learning activity
Learning Objectives

• Explain why PICINTSUM is a graphic document driven by commander’s PIRs

• Describe the PICINTSUM format

• Describe the content of a PICINTSUM and how it conveys information
INTREP – Overview

Purpose
- Situation Update
- Assessments update

Timings
- When appropriate

Classification
- UN confidential
- UN strictly confidential

Content
- Info relevant to IRs
- Assessments of likely developments, threat actors intentions...

PICINTSUM
 PICINTSUM- Format

The PICINTSUM should include:

• Map

• Reported intelligence related to the map

• Assessment
Increased tension in the AOR last 48 hours

Reported incidents – activities:
1. Organisation Y able to mobilize up to 5000 fighters
2. Training camp for Terrorist Armed Group Y
3. MANPADS observed
4. Displaced Persons moving North East

Assessment:
- Armed groups HIGHLY LIKELY able to conduct sustained guerrilla warfare and effective information operations in the region for the next three weeks.
- Use of MANPADS against friendly air assets is HIGHLY LIKELY
Take Away

• PICINTSUM is a graphic summary of peace keeping intelligence on the current situation within a commander’s APIR

• Peace keeping PICINTSUM contains a map, reported incidents and activities and assessments
Questions
Learning activity

• Using the same INTREPS used to create the INTSUM in the precious lecture, create a PICINTSUM

• Produce a Power Point slide containing the elements to be found in the format